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ABSTRACT

Assessing and inducing player experience (pX) in games
user research (GUR) is complicated because of the tradeoff
between maintaining rigour through experimental control
and having participants feel like they are engaged in play.
To establish and evaluate an embedded method for inducing
a sense of success or failure in participants during gameplay
(e.g., to study how different players exhibit resilience to ingame failure), we manipulated leaderboard position in an
experiment in which 155 participants played a Bejeweled
clone. We show that manipulating success perception
through leaderboards increases the player’s perception of
competence, autonomy, presence, enjoyment, and positive
affect over manipulated failure. In addition, displaying the
score enhances the effect on positive affect, autonomy and
enjoyment, while not increasing detectability.
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INTRODUCTION

Although there have been recent innovations in games user
research (GUR) for empirically studying games and player
experience (pX), researchers and developers need to
establish, validate, and standardize methods of inducing and
assessing experience to continue to advance the field.
However, understanding and manipulating experience is
particularly complicated in the context of games research
because researchers and developers always need to balance
the tradeoff between having enough control over the
experimental environment (for rigour and validity) and
having participants feel like they are actually engaged in the
act of play under their own volition and not participating in
the work of an experiment (for ecological validity). For
example, standard experience assessment methods, such as
the think-aloud protocol [30] and heuristic evaluation [24]
have been adapted for application to games [1,6].
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Although there has been recent progress in methods for
assessing player experience, we still need to make progress
in establishing standardized methods for inducing different
aspects of player experience. For example, we may want to
control the game outcome – i.e., whether a player feels like
they succeeded or failed in a game – in an experiment. This
could be important to build models of how different types
of players [7,14,23] differentially respond to winning, when
studying resilience to in-game failure [1], or when studying
how uncertainty in outcome affects play experience [1]. We
need to establish and evaluate a method to reliably induce a
sense of success/failure in the context of game experiments.
We argue that leaderboard manipulations are an excellent
candidate for experimental manipulation of success and
failure in games, for three main reasons: First, the concept
of a leaderboard is extremely familiar to game players;
from classic arcade games like PacMac (Namco, 1980) to
recent games like League of Legends (Riot Games, 2009),
leaderboards have been used to represent relative game
performance. Second, as a method that is integrated into the
game itself, it is not likely to be noticed as a manipulation.
For example, in mood induction, it is common to show
video clips of funny or sad scenes to induce affect prior to
asking participants to complete an experimental task [10];
taking the same approach with a game might make the
manipulation of success and failure obvious to participants.
Third, there is a range of standard psychological induction
methods that are built on the premise of social comparison
[8] (e.g., the Trier-Social-Stress Test [5] uses a staged
interview situation to induce social stress). Leaderboards
are essentially a representation of relative performance and
can leverage social comparison to induce an experience.
To investigate the use of manipulated leaderboards in game
experiments, we developed a Bejeweled (PopCap, 2001)
clone, in which players matched gems of the same colour,
and presented manipulated leaderboard feedback after each
round to give a sense of successful, failed, or neutral
outcome. We encoded performance using spatial position –
the most salient channel for visualizing information and
investigated two other design factors (reinforcing through
hue and the display of score) to determine whether the
design affected its efficacy in manipulating experience.
Our results show that leaderboard manipulations affect pX.
Specifically, inducing the perception of success increases
the player’s perception of competence, autonomy, presence,
enjoyment, and positive affect over inducing the perception
of failure. In terms of the leaderboard design, reinforcing

leaderboard position by displaying the score or using colour
enhances the effect on positive affect, whereas displaying
the score enhances the effect on autonomy and enjoyment.
We provide an experimental investigation of the efficacy of
leaderboard manipulation for inducing a sense of success or
failure in participants in game experiments. Researchers
who wish to induce game outcome to ask questions in the
growing area of games science can leverage our work.
RELATED WORK

We discuss success and failure in games, and present pX
research and the use of leaderboards in games and research.
Success and Failure in Games

The ability of successfully overcoming challenge is at the
heart of player experience [26]. Research in game outcome
is usually focused on showing that player performance
predicts game enjoyment [28]; however, some findings
suggest that the effects of success and failure on players
may be more complex; for example, if games are played in
a social setting [3], or if competition appears to be
unbalanced and players have different abilities [11]. This
suggests that pX is not only affected by how players
perceive their own performance, but also by the attribution
of success and failure. Along these lines, Klimmt et al. [17]
show that expertise influences pX, suggesting that expected
competence affects the evaluation of success or failure.
Assessing Player Experience

pX research investigates how people experience games and
techniques to evaluate concepts relevant for pX, e.g.
motivation [26], flow [27], or fun [19] have been created.
Methods to assess these constructs include instrumenting
[20], observing [19], and surveying [14] players.
The Player Experience of Needs Satisfaction (PENS) [26]
scale, for example, is an instrument that measures need
satisfaction in games through perceived competence
(experiencing mastery), autonomy (making decision under
one’s own volition), relatedness (feeling related to others),
presence (the feeling to be transported to another world),
and intuitive control (the naturalness of the input controls).
Need satisfaction is a prerequisite for intrinsic motivation,
which can be measured using the intrinsic motivation
inventory (IMI) [22] that measures the three constructs:
enjoyment (feeling joy during play), effort (being
cognitively invested and trying hard), and tension (feeling
tense while playing). Intrinsic motivation has been shown
to increase positive affect [26], which can be measured
using the positive affect/negative affect scale (PANAS)
[31]. These scales have been used in pX research [26].
Manipulating Player Experience

GUR research is mostly concerned about measuring
experience, because experience is manipulated in the
context of the game itself, e.g., though different controller
layouts [2]. However, to fully understand player experience,
we are also interested in manipulating player experience
under well-known constraints. Psychological research has

developed a variety of induction methods and protocols to
research human experience and behaviour under laboratory
conditions. Examples for such manipulations are stress
induction methods [18], aggression paradigms [29], social
exclusion [34], and mood induction [33].
In games like PacMan (Namco, 1980), before synchronous
multiplayer competition (e.g., Quake, id Software, 1996)
was mainstream, leaderboards were a way of comparing
players asynchronously. Leaderboards are still used to
create competition and social comparison between players;
for example, in World of Warcraft (Blizzard, 2004), players
who engage in Player vs. Player competition can see their
ranking in comparison to others. Social comparison is also a
well-investigated concept in gamification research [4,12].
Social comparison theory argues that people learn about
themselves through comparison with others [9]. Prior
research has shown that performance in a competitive
setting has direct effects on our experience [13]. In the
context of leaderboards, players can learn about their
performance relative to a group of competitors, which we
hypothesize will affect the resulting experience.
METHODS

In this section we describe the game, the leaderboard
designs, the experiment procedure, and the instruments.
Game

We created a clone of Bejeweled (PopCap Games, 2001)
using the Unity 4.6 3D Game Engine (Unity Technologies,
2014). We present players with an 8 by 8 grid of gems in
one of five colours. Players click or drag adjacent gems to
swap their locations and make matches. Players gain 5
points for each gem when 3 or more gems of the same
colour are aligned. While three-of-a-kind matches only give
points, four-of-a-kind matches create special pieces that
destroy all adjacent pieces; five-of-a-kind matches in “L”,
“T”, or “+”-shapes create special pieces that destroy gems
in a horizontal and vertical line; five-of-a-kind matches in
one line destroy all gems in the matched colour.
Manipulating Success/Failure through Leaderboards

Leaderboards were presented after each round to
manipulate outcome for each player. There were three
leaderboard conditions: success, neutral, and failure. For
each condition, the player was randomly assigned a position
on the leaderboard (between 1-3, 8-12, 14-20, respectively).
We chose neutral to be above average as research suggests
that people consider median performance as failure [25].
We used the most salient visual channel of spatial position
[32] to represent leaderboard position (see Figure 1). We
drew attention to the player’s position on the leaderboard
by flashing their name and score, leveraging the preattentive processing of flicker [32]. We also investigated
two additional factors in our leaderboard design. We
reinforced the feedback of success or failure through hue –
the first three positions were green, the last third red, and
the rest white, and by toggling the display of the scores.

Figure 1. Left: A screenshot of our game with score in the top left, time in the top right, and the game-board in the middle; Middle:
Leaderboard with no colour feedback or displayed score; Right: Leaderboard with both colour feedback and displayed score.

We manipulated the scores of the remaining positions using
the following algorithm: Positions above the player’s score
(PS) were assigned a random number between 0.22*PS and
10*PS, multiplied by 5; positions below were assigned
scores between PS/50 and PS/6, multiplied by 5. Colour (C)
and score (S) were manipulated between participants
resulting in four conditions: S/C, S/-C, -S/C, -C/-S.
Procedure

The experiment was conducted using Amazon Mechanical
Turk (mTurk), which has been shown to be robust for user
studies [21] when precautions are put into place [16]. We
collected 155 participants (34.8% female, age mean=31.79,
SD=8.69), 14 participants were excluded from analysis for
incomplete data or low compliance, defined as responding
incorrectly to attention-testing questions, -1SD completion
time, or results that differed +3SD from the mean.
Immediately after giving consent, participants provided
their baseline affect ratings, the leaderboard condition was
assigned, and each participant provided a nickname and
completed a game tutorial. Seven rounds of the game were
played with all rounds ending in a neutral outcome, except
for rounds 4 and 6, which had a manipulated outcome of
either success or failure. Participants filled out experience
questionnaires following rounds 2, 4, and 6. We presented a
final neutral round to protect the post-experiment surveys
from effects of the leaderboard manipulation. The condition
of success or failure after rounds 4 and 6 were balanced
using a Latin-square to avoid sequence effects. After the
experiment, participants completed a series of demographic
questionnaires. We finished with a free-form text response
about the purpose of the experiment to determine whether
participants were suspicious about the leaderboard
manipulation; 30/141 players were labeled as suspicious, 19
for mentioning that we were measuring response to
performance and 11 for mentioning manipulation or
deception. Finally, we debriefed participants about the
deception in the leaderboard manipulation.
Instruments

To assess player experience, we used validated instruments
that have been used to measure player experience before
[26], including PANAS [31], PENS [26], and IMI [22].
Data analyses

We performed a repeated-measures Multivariate Analysis
of Covariance with condition (success, failure) as a within-

subjects factor and color feedback (on, off) and score
feedback (on, off) as two between-subject factors, while
controlling for suspicious players. We did not include the
neutral condition because it was always presented first, thus
was confounded with order. We also include baseline
positive/negative affect as a covariate when assessing
positive and negative affect to control for preexisting
differences between players. We controlled for Type 1 error
with Bonferroni-corrected (α=.05) pairwise comparisons.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Does leaderboard position affect player experience?

There are main effects on perceived competence
(F1,135=23.8, p<.001, η2=.15), autonomy (F1,135=4.5, p=.036,
η2=.03), and presence (F1,135=9.0, p=.003, η2=.06) with
players feeling more competent, more autonomous, and
more immersed after success than failure. We also show a
main effect on enjoyment (F1,135=11.9, p=001, η2=.09), with
players rating the game as more enjoyable after success
than failure. There were no differences in relatedness,
intuitive control, invested effort, or tension.

Figure 2. Means (±SE) for success and failure for PENS
competence, autonomy, relatedness, presence, intuitive
control, and IMI enjoyment, effort, and tension.
Does emphasizing position through score or colour
feedback affect the manipulation?

Significant interactions between leaderboard manipulation
and score on autonomy (F1,135=7.1, p=.009, η2=.05) and
enjoyment (F1,135=16.1, p<.001, η2=.11) suggest that
displaying the score differentially affects the manipulation
of success and failure. Pairwise comparisons reveal that the
effects of leaderboard manipulation on autonomy and
enjoyment (see previous section) are only present when
score is shown (autonomy:p=.001, enjoyment:p<.000);
when score is not shown, there are no differences between
success and failure (autonomy:p=.698, enjoyment:p=.688).

There were no other interactions of leaderboard
manipulation with score, no interactions of leaderboard
with colour, and no main effects of either colour or score.

Is the manipulation different for different people?

Figure 3. Autonomy (left) and enjoyment (right) mean ratings
(±SE) after failure and success with or without score.

Limitations and Future Work

Does leaderboard position result in affect changes?

There was a significant main effect of leaderboard
manipulation on positive affect (controlling for baseline
positive affect), which showed that players felt more
positive after success than failure (F1,135=6.1, p=.015,
η2=.04). There was no main effect on negative affect.
Does colour or score reinforce changes in affect?

Significant interactions of score and colour show that the
difference between success and failure appears when either
score (F1,135=9.8, p=.002, η2=.07) or feedback (F1,135=4.9,
p=.029, η2=.03) is provided. The significant three-way
interaction (F1,135=7.6, p=.007, η2=.05) makes this clear. As
Figure 4 shows, there is no affective difference between
success and failure when neither score nor colour are
included (p=.910); but that including score (p<.001), colour
(p<.001), or both (p<.001) will change positive affect.
There were no interactions with negative affect.

Figure 4. Mea n( ±SE) for outcome [success, failure] by
score[off, on] by colour [off, on] for positive affect.
Can the effects be explained by performance?

A paired-sample t-test comparing score after success
(mean=841.32 SD=392.70) and failure (mean=832.20,
SD=361.83) shows a non-significant result (t151=.349,
p=.730), suggesting that the effects on pX can be attributed
to the leaderboard manipulation and not performance.
Does reinforcing position make players suspicious?

Because reinforcing leaderboard position (particularly
through score) strengthens the manipulation, we checked to
see whether it also made the manipulation more noticeable.
Of the 11/141 players who were labeled as suspicious of
deception or manipulation, 4 were in the score/colour
condition, 5 in the colour condition, and 2 in the score
condition. Although providing reinforcing cues may make
more players suspicious, the benefits on experienced
autonomy, enjoyment, and positive affect to those who are
not suspicious outweighs the need to potentially filter the
few suspicious participants from further analyses.

We divided players into groups based on demographic
factors, including sex, age, and a median split on hours
spent playing and included these factors in the model as
between-subjects factors. There were no interactions of any
demographic factor and leaderboard manipulation,
suggesting that the manipulation is no more or less effective
for various demographic groups.
We show that leaderboard manipulations can change pX.
Specifically, manipulating the perception of success can
increase the player’s perception of competence, autonomy,
presence, enjoyment, and positive affect over manipulating
the perception of failure. Also, reinforcing position by
displaying the score or using colour enhances the effect on
positive affect, whereas displaying the score enhances the
effect on autonomy and enjoyment. However, as Figure 4
shows, differences are small – η2 shows that between 3%
and 15% or the variance is explained by the leaderboard
manipulation. Previous work has shown that people like to
fail in games [5] and overcome challenges [5], so it is not
surprising that the effects of failure are small. The largest
effect was on perceived competence, which is the construct
that should be most affected by a manipulation of success.
As with any protocol that involves deception, it is important
that researchers using manipulated leaderboards act
ethically. We debriefed players and confirmed that they
understood that performance was manipulated.
The manipulation worked for the type of game we used,
which we feel can be explained by two factors: our game
has no score ceiling and performance depends on chance,
making it easier for players to accept performance changes
between rounds. Games more dependent on skill may have
tighter coupling between player action and performance,
and leaderboard manipulations may not work as well. We
will study leaderboard manipulations in other game genres.
Our leaderboards were displayed after each round; in future
work, we will study whether it is more effective to display a
leaderboard in real-time during play, showing position
changes during the game rather than just being shown the
final outcome (e.g., fighting up from the bottom to the top).
CONCLUSION

Conducting experiments in game science is complicated by
the need to ensure experimental rigour, while maintaining a
sense of playfulness. To induce a sense of success or failure
in experiment participants, we manipulated leaderboard
position and showed that success led to greater perceived
competence, autonomy, presence, enjoyment, and positive
affect than failure. Also, displaying the score enhanced the
effects on positive affect, autonomy and enjoyment, while
not raising players’ suspicions that they were being
manipulated. Leaderboard manipulations are now part of a
growing body of knowledge on developing and validating
methods for assessing and inducing pX in GUR.
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